Overview

SKIWeb provides decision and event management support to all levels of a widespread user base ranging from Combatant Commanders to the Joint Staff to Coalition Partners on the Secret Internet Protocol Router Network (SIPRNet).

The individual suite of capabilities within the portfolio of services provides the user with the flexibility to couple the services in varying ways that support their mission needs. This flexibility provides unprecedented access to web and application content, critical imagery, intelligence and warfighter information, and forward-cached critical data in a secure environment.

SKIWeb has evolved into one of the DOD’s most widely utilized web-based tools used to rapidly gather and disseminate critical information in real world events such as natural disasters and terrorist attacks, as well as day-to-day activities.

SKIWeb Version 4.2

SKIWeb v.4.2 significantly upgrades the look and feel of the application. The main focus of SKIWeb version 4.2 is to:

- Improve the overall user experience.
- Incorporate current trends, best practices, and modern terminology into the user interface.
- Implement new customer requested capabilities.
- Streamline task processes/workflows.
- Implement convenience functions for repetitive tasks (relating events).
- Minimize new user training.
- Minimize impact on current customers.

V4.2 Training Workspace

The SKIWeb v4.2 Training Workspace contains presentations and videos to assist users in understanding the differences between SKIWeb v4.2 and previous versions. The General Overview presentation/video focuses on this topic.

Training Workspace
https://skiweb.ges.smil.mil/skiweb-web/app/workspaceForm?wsId=43259

SKIWeb Training Site
https://skiwebgat.ges.smil.mil/